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Factory Piranha

P-190R-FE Build

Justin Hoyack



It's been a long time that I have kicked this

project around in my mind. From color

choices, to parts, to even just trying to get

motivated enough to start the project at all.

Having ridden my piranha 190 for 3 years now

in relatively stock condition, the thought of

building a real "factory" pit bike had been on

my mind from the start.

Having witnessed dozens of bike builds and

100s' more "bike assemblies" over the years, I

finally have (almost) finished my Piranha P190R-FE

Hope you enjoy.



This is what I have ridden the last few

years. P-190R (2013 VIN) 190FDX. Elka

shock. AKX02 Forks . Aside from the

Scalvini pipe, Shock and bars/bar

mounts - this is basically a showroom

stock bike. I did my part with stainless

hardware throughout and a fair

amount of grease and lock tight.



I looked at 1000 bikes and changed my

mind 20000 times. Finally, after months I

had decided I would try and replicate a

star racing Yamaha. Sort of an oddball

choice for me as there bikes aren't very

flashy and I don't own a Yamaha, but I

don't see to many blue pit bikes and I

haven't yet seen a star racing replica built

yet.

It's started with the printing off of the 2

photos here. Basically to get the color

way right and decide what I wanted to do

for graphics. The "factory" part of all this

is a culmination of parts and ideas I've

seen throughout the last 12 years

working around motorcycles and racing.



Probably not what you expected to see

I'm guessing?? Well as it turned out, the

Chinese powder coat was some of the

most stubborn I have ever tried to

remove. I had 5 hrs into blasting the

frame. In the mean time, I got started on

my parts. Above, are stainless I-bolts, if

you have ever looked closely at JGR

yamaha's sub-frame mounts, you will

notice a very similar piece.



My last job was working in a CNC machine

shop and we made things like this all the

time. I’m spoiled to still have keys to the

shop and can pop in when I need to make

stuff like this.

So if you're still not sure yet, here's the rest

of the process. I machined a 3" pin to

match the I.D. of the subframe and

threaded the inside to match the I-Bolts. 2

stainless jam- nuts later and I'm on my way

to an adjustable sub-frame.



Another "factory " element I wanted to add was chassis

welding and strengthening. I have never had any problems

with cracks or flex before, but I saw an area that I could

improve structurally and visually, so with the Help of my

good buddy Bill Preston, we smoothed out most of general

tao's welds and closed up any tack welds or open gaps. I

also polished the bracket off from underneath the tank and

reworked some of the sides spar areas as well.



Few more pictures of some

of the prep work

I did to the chassis. Along

with the first rough draft of

the oil cooler mount



This is something I have drooled about since first seeing one on

Chase Bechlers /Dan Formans race bike for this year. 13 row oil

cooler with a rough draft mount. I also drilled and chamfer a pattern

into the neck of the frame. Another note is the genuine crf70 fuel

tank. While the China stock one has never once broken or been

changed, side by side comparison will show you why one can be

bought brand new for $29.99 and the other is $165.99. I got a great

deal from Jarrett43 on this one.
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